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Glioblastoma is the most aggressive and highest grade 
(World Health Organization grade 4) of diffuse gliomas 
and is also the most common primary central nervous 
system malignancy in adults, accounting for 45% of brain 
cancers (1). Despite multimodality treatment consisting of 
maximal, safe, surgical resection followed by temozolomide 
(TMZ) chemotherapy and radiotherapy, the prognosis of 
glioblastoma remains challenging with a 5-year survival 
rate of only 9.8% (2). Therefore, novel strategies for new 
glioblastoma therapies are urgently needed. Glioblastomas 
are characterized by significant intratumoral molecular and 
cellular heterogeneity (3). A major concept in the cellular 
heterogeneity of glioblastomas is the existence of a tumor 
cell hierarchy reminiscent of neural development, with a 
small population of self-renewing cells at the apex known as 
glioblastoma stem-like cells (GSCs, also called cancer stem 
cells or tumor-initiating cells) (4). Experimental evidence 
suggests that GSCs mediate radioresistance as well as 
tumor recurrence following TMZ treatment (5,6). These 
observations suggest that targeting GSCs, as well as non-
GSC tumor cells, may lead to more efficacious therapies.

GSCs represent a dynamic cell state, subject to cell-
intrinsic and -extrinsic regulation. Intrinsic regulatory 
mechanisms include stem cell identity-promoting genetic, 
epigenetic, and transcriptional programs (7,8). GSCs are 
also subject to extrinsic regulation by paracrine signals 
in microenvironmental regions such as the perivascular, 
hypoxic, and leading edge niches. These niches provide 
GSCs with supportive paracrine signals such as growth 
factors, Notch ligands, nitric oxide, cytokines, and other cell 

surface and secreted factors (9-11). In turn, GSCs modulate 
their microenvironment to make it more tumor-permissive 
by secreting factors such as VEGF to drive angiogenesis 
and periostin to recruit M2 macrophages (9,12). 

An accumulating body of evidence suggests that 
regulators of normal neuronal functions—and synaptic 
t ransmiss ion  in  par t i cu lar—may modula te  GSC 
maintenance. Brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF), 
which is expressed and secreted by neurons in an activity-
dependent manner (13), regulates a wide range of neuronal 
activities through the engagement of the receptor tyrosine 
kinase TRKB (encoded by the NTRK2 gene) including 
survival, differentiation, synaptic plasticity, and learning and 
memory (14). More recently, BDNF was found to stimulate 
the proliferation of oligodendrocyte progenitors (OPCs) 
as well as GSCs (15,16). But how BDNF mechanistically 
promotes GSC maintenance and the exact sources of BDNF 
in the setting of glioblastoma remained largely undefined.

In a recent study, Wang and colleagues (17) noted 
that GSCs secrete pro-differentiation factors including 
bone morphogenetic factors (BMPs) (18) as well as their 
inhibitors, such as gremlin 1 (GREM1) (19), leading 
them to hypothesize that the maintenance of a hierarchy 
of both stem-like and differentiated tumor cells may be 
essential for malignant glioblastoma tumor growth. Using 
flank and intracranial xenotransplantation models in 
immunocompromised mice, the authors first demonstrated 
that GSCs consistently formed tumors while differentiated 
glioblastoma cells (DGCs) did not. Remarkably, they 
observed that co-implantation of GSCs with DGCs 
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accelerated tumor growth and shortened the survival of 
tumor-bearing mice compared to implantation of GSCs 
alone. Further, co-implantation of GSCs with fibroblasts 
did not alter either tumor growth kinetics or mouse survival, 
suggesting that the enhancement of tumor progression by 
DGCs was specific. 

Reasoning that secreted factors were more likely to avail 
therapeutically actionable targets compared to cell-cell 
contact effects, the authors conducted a cytokine screen to 
determine the mechanisms by which DGCs modulate GSC 
tumorigenicity. The authors found that the neurotrophin 
BDNF was highly secreted by DGCs relative to matched 
GSCs. Analysis of datasets in the literature demonstrated 
that BDNF mRNA is upregulated in DGCs compared to 
GSCs and further that this differential expression correlated 
with increased BDNF promoter activity in DGCs as assessed 
by histone H3 lysine 27 acetylation (H3K27ac) chromatin 
immunoprecipitation and sequencing (ChIP-seq). Validation 
of these observations was performed by qPCR and ELISA 
assays following GSC differentiation, which revealed a 
sharp temporal increase in BDNF mRNA expression and 
protein secretion in DGCs. Immunofluorescence analysis of 
glioblastoma surgical specimens demonstrated that SOX2−, 
as well as astrocytic and oligodendrocyte lineage marker-
expressing tumor cells co-stained for BDNF, indicating that 
DGCs vs. GSCs preferentially express BDNF in vivo. To 
strengthen the mechanistic link between BDNF secretion 
from DGCs and enhancement of GSC tumorigenicity, 
Wang et al. assessed the expression of the BDNF receptor 
TRKB in GSCs. TRKB mRNA was upregulated in GSCs 
relative to DGCs, and SOX2+ tumor cells co-stained for 
TRKB in glioblastoma surgical specimens. Strikingly, 
TRKB expression was elevated in GSCs when compared 
to nonmalignant neural cultures established from epilepsy 
surgical specimens, suggesting cancer-specific upregulation. 

In mouse orthotopic xenotransplantation studies, the 
authors observed that both short hairpin RNA (shRNA)-
mediated knockdown and CRISPR-based knockout of 
BDNF in DGCs attenuated their pro-tumorigenic activity 
when co-implanted with GSCs. Conversely, overexpression 
of BDNF in GSCs resulted in increased proliferation  
in vitro, faster tumor growth in vivo, and decreased survival 
of xenograft-bearing mice. These data thus implicate 
BDNF-TRKB signaling as a major mechanism by which 
DGCs potentiate GSC tumorigenicity. 

The authors next hypothesized the existence of a feed-
forward mechanism that would propagate a paracrine 
circuit between DGCs and GSCs. Comparison of available 

RNA-seq and H3K27ac ChIP-seq datasets revealed five 
genes both elevated in GSCs compared to DGCs and 
bearing activation marks at their promoters: key GSC 
transcription factors SOX2 and OLIG2, as well as VGF, 
PMP22, and C1orf61. The authors focused on VGF (also 
known as VGF neural growth factor gene inducible), a 
neuropeptide precursor gene known to be stimulated by 
neurotrophin signaling in some neuronal subsets and thus a 
potential candidate to complete the paracrine loop between 
GSCs and DGCs. Intriguingly, BDNF-induced VGF was 
previously shown to be critical in memory and learning, 
including regulation of hippocampal synaptic plasticity (20). 

Treatment of GSCs with BDNF in the absence of 
additional growth factors induced VGF expression, an 
effect attenuated by treatment with a pan-TRK inhibitor. 
Consistent with the previously described role of the PI3K-
AKT pathway in the induction of VGF by BDNF, AKT 
kinase activation also increased in GSCs following BDNF 
treatment. Indeed, pharmacologic inhibition of PI3K and 
mTOR in the presence of BDNF resulted in reduced VGF 
levels in GSCs. 

Compared to normal brain samples in the ENCODE 
database, glioblastoma samples were found to exhibit highly 
active VGF enhancers. Additionally, GSCs specifically 
had higher levels of H3K27ac peaks at VGF enhancers 
compared to that of DGCs. The authors found that serum 
differentiation of GSCs decreased VGF mRNA and 
protein levels. Acutely sorted surgical specimens revealed 
upregulation of VGF in CD133+ (GSC) compared to 
CD133− (non-GSC) cells. Further, immunofluorescence 
assays showed that SOX2+ tumor cells preferentially express 
VGF. Supporting the concept that VGF upregulation is part 
of a malignant program, VGF was elevated in GSC cultures 
relative to neural stem cell cultures. 

The authors next sought to delineate the functional 
autocrine and paracrine roles of GSC-derived VGF. 
Knockdown of VGF in GSCs resulted in decreased 
proliferation and cell viability. Further, loss of VGF reduced 
the stem cell identity of GSCs as shown by a reduction 
in the expression of stem cell markers SOX2, Nestin, 
and OLIG2 and in self-renewal capacity. These findings 
established an autocrine role for VGF in supporting GSC 
maintenance. To assess the paracrine function of VGF, 
the authors treated DGCs with the VGF-derived peptide 
TLQP-62, a product of post-translational processing 
of the precursor protein. TLQP-62 treatment in the 
absence of growth factors resulted in AKT activation in 
DGCs. Phenotypically, TLQP-62 treatment increased 
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the proliferation and viability of DGCs, thus completing 
a BDNF-TRKB-VGF paracrine signaling circuit between 
DGCs and GSCs. 

To directly assess the relevance of VGF to GSC 
tumorigenicity in vivo, the authors utilized shRNA-
mediated knockdown of VGF in GSCs followed by 
orthotopic implantation into immunocompromised mice. 
Mice bearing VGF shRNA-expressing GSCs had prolonged 
neurologic deficit-free survival compared to those bearing 
control shRNA-expressing GSCs, and remarkably, no 
mice harboring VGF shRNA-expressing GSCs succumbed 
to tumors at the completion of the experiment, when all 
control animals had already died. Interrogation of the 
TCGA dataset revealed that whereas high BDNF and VGF 
expression were separately predictive of survival in a subset 
of patient cohorts, the combined signature of the two genes 
had more robust prognostic power. 

One of the critical findings in this study is the 
demonstration that, among bona fide tumor cells, 
DGCs and not GSCs are a major source of the tumor-
supportive neurotrophic factor BDNF, whose effect on 
GSC proliferation has been previously described (16). 
Intriguingly, there is accumulating evidence that tumor-
supportive BDNF may come from microenvironmental 
sources. Venkatesh et al. found that, in addition to 
promoting tumor-supportive neuroligin-3 (NLGN3) 
secretion, neuronal activity increases secretion of BDNF, 
which demonstrated mitogenic potential in tumor cells and 
increased tumor cell proliferation (11). Taken together, 
these findings point to multiple sources of BDNF and 
suggest that direct inhibition of the BDNF receptor TRKB 
specifically in GSCs may better attenuate paracrine BDNF 
signaling in GSCs. 

The remarkably robust effect of VGF knockdown 
on GSC tumorigenicity across three different primary 
glioblastoma models is of particular interest. While 
the described potential mechanism of action is PI3K-
AKT activation, it is possible that VGF may have as-
of-yet undefined autocrine roles in promoting GSC 
tumorigenicity. Indeed, the exact identity of GSC-
promoting peptides generated by VGF processing and 
the receptor(s) bound by VGF-derived peptides in GSCs 
have not yet been identified. This finding of an in vivo 
dependence of high-grade gliomas (HGG) on secreted 
factors implicated in synaptic function and plasticity 
is reminiscent of a similar phenomenon observed with 
NLGN3, a neuronal cell-surface protein that is a critical 
mediator of synapse formation and remodeling (21).  

Venkatesh et al. (22) found that HGG lines, including 
adult glioblastoma, were severely inhibited in tumorigenic 
capacity when implanted into NLGN3 knockout mice. They 
further showed that microenviromental NLGN3 released 
from active neurons induces focal adhesion kinase (FAK) 
phosphorylation and subsequent activation of the SRC 
kinase, PI3K-mTOR, and RAF-MEK-ERK kinase cascades. 
Additionally, NLGN3 signaling results in feed-forward 
expression of NLGN3 in glioma cells. Similar to VGF, the 
receptor bound by NLGN3 on glioma cells is yet to be 
elucidated. Future studies to investigate potential crosstalk 
between VGF and NLGN3 signaling and the possibility of 
therapeutic dual targeting of these pathways in glioblastoma 
are warranted. 

The fact that neuronal synaptic regulatory molecules 
(BDNF, VGF, and NLGN3) in glioblastoma seem to 
converge on key oncogenic nodes, specifically the PI3K-
AKT pathway (17,22), raises some concerns for both 
heterogeneous intratumoral responses and acquisition 
of resistance to therapies targeting these molecules. 
Alterations in the RTK/RAS/PI3K pathway occur in up 
to 88% of glioblastomas, increasing the likelihood of 
downstream resistance to inhibition of oncogenic signaling 
initiated by paracrine synaptic function modulators in 
GSCs (23). Further, spatial heterogeneity in the occurrence 
and frequency of copy number alterations and mutations 
in the RTK/RAS/PI3K pathway have been described 
(24,25), suggesting that subclones within the same tumor 
may display divergent responses to targeted inhibitors 
of neurotrophin and other synaptic regulator-dependent 
signaling. These considerations should motivate further 
research into other possible mechanisms of action of 
the BDNF-TRKB-VGF circuit in glioblastoma so that 
multi-level therapies in combination might be utilized to 
counteract potential therapeutic resistance. 
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